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Introduction
In the world of Financial Reporting there are always new regulations coming out
or new ways to compute financial statement elements for reporting purposes. Right now
is an interesting time because not only is all of this still occurring, but the method of
reporting financial information to the public is also undergoing a huge change. For years,
financial statements have been mailed to shareholders and potential investors. In the
recent decade, businesses have moved away from the paper form of annual reports and
moved to electronic financial statements. These electronic financial statements can be
found on the Internet. However, electronic financial statements that are usually found on
the Internet are found in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) format. HTML's focus is
in how data is presented, so basically how nice something looks on a page. Investors
want more. This is bringing about the development and implementation of eXtensible
Business Reporting Language (XBRL) in the business world.
What is XBRL?
Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) provides the ability to
electronically identify content as well as format. This is done through the use of tags. A
tag is a word that uniquely identifies a piece of information. XBRL tags mark
computerized business information and this identification mark stays attached to the data
as it is moved around or is changed. This reduces keying since the same piece of data
may be used in multiple reports to external users in prescribed formats. The data would
not have to be rekeyed into all of the reports. Instead, the reports with XBRL capabilities
would automatically be updated. This would create tremendous savings in rekeying costs
for external parties. A good example of this would be a company using XBRL coded
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information to apply for credit from a bank. The bank could then use the XBRL data and
import it into its own XBRL supported applications that are used to determine the criteria
for loan recipients. Using XBRL for creating reports within a company is not as widely
used, however, it can still be beneficial in certain circumstances. An example of when
using XBRL coded data would be beneficial for a internally generated report would be
when a company is using it to aid in filing its tax return (Zarowin, 2000, August).
Importance
XBRL is becoming more important everyday. Companies are beginning to look
into and even develop and implement XBRL programs for financial data (Extensible
Business Reporting Language, 2003, April). Eventually companies would like to stop
mailing out annual reports and report everything electronically. XBRL will help
companies do this, therefore, saving time and money. However, before this is done one
. ?
needs to know ~ere is a need for it to be done.
The Problem
For many years now companies have spent enormous amounts ofmoney~ time,
and human resources converting data in an organization from one form into another.
Most companies keep company data in databases. These databases then generate internal
and external reports to be used within or outside of the organization (See Figure 1.1).
However, the reports are usually generated by the proprietary software code or in plain
text. Therefore, when the company goes to fill out its tax form, fill out a credit
application at a bank, or report its regulatory filing orne data must be converted into
the appropriate form. An example of this would be a company placing its 10-K filing on
its company website for potential investors and stakeholders to view. The filing would
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have to be changed from the proprietary language into HTML in order to do this
(Hoffman, 2001).
Figure 1.1
Taken from AICPA: XBRL Essentials (AICPA, 2001, 13)
INFORMATION FLOW WITH AN ORGANIZATION
Why the Need for Change
Doing this takes time, and time is money. Every time data needs to be rekeyed
there is the potential for human error, which would create less accurate data. Accuracy of
data is essential since stakeholders make critical decisions based on the underlying
assumption that the data presented is accurate. One mistake could ultimately change the
decision of a stakeholder (Hoffman, 2001). Another reason XBRL would be beneficial is
because it creates a smoother flow of information within an organization. Currently,
organizations that do not use XBRL have a complex flow of information. This can be
seen in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.2
Taken from AICPA: XBRL Essentials (AICPA, 2001, 15)
INFORMATION FLOW WITHOUT XBRL
Figure 1.3
Taken from AICPA: XBRL Essentials (AICPA, 2001,16)
INFORMATION FLOW USING XBRL
Figure 1.2 shows data being initially generated and then going where it needs to
be used. However, one piece of data may need to be used more than once. This would
require the data to be going to many different departments. Data could be lost in
transmission when viewing Figure 1.2 because there is very little organization of data
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flow. Now when looking at Figure 1.3, it can be seen that it is beneficial to have the data
stopped and coded into XBRL. After that is done, the data is sent out for its appropriate
use in a much more organized way than before. The transition then from XBRL into the
appropriate fonnat can be done easily by using other extensible Markup Language
(XML) specific languages to transform the XBRL data into the data type needed
(Hoffman, 2001). (See figure 1.4)
Figure 1.4
Taken from AICP A: XBRL Essentials (AICPA, 2001, 82)
XBRL WORKING WITH OTHER XML LANGUAGES
Overall, using XBRL, as seen in the figures above, simplifies the flow of
information within an organization.
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How XBRL Works
When a company decides to implement XBRL there are many benefits that the
company will see. Once the data is converted to XBRL it will save time because the data
should not have to be reentered into reports or any other types of documents that are
XBRL compatible. It will also save accountants and outside financial statement users
time and money because these users will no longer have to type this data into the
programs they use to analyze companies. Ultimately, this should lead to less keying
errors, and more reliable and accurate analysis of fmancial statement data (Hoffman,
2001).
A real life example of this can be seen when an IBM team incorporated XML into
an international computer manufacturer's procurement system. The manufacturer wanted
XML implemented because it would be cheaper for them to do business with their small
and medium sized suppliers, especially via the Internet. The IBM team had already
designed an XML-based procurement system that had the capabilities to be integrated
with legacy systems as well as Enterprise Resource Planning systems. IBM took this
system and customized it to the needs of the computer manufacturer and then
implemented it. Overall, the new system was able to reduce the staff related to the
procurement system by 19 percent, decreased inventory storage time by half, and shorten
the manufacturer's procurement cycle from two weeks to being under one. This created
millions of dollars in savings for the computer manufacturer (pioneering, 2003).
Financial statement users will also benefit from the widespread implementation of
XBRL. The user will be able to buy or make programs that have XML capabilities, and
then pull XBRL data from companies into the programs in order to generate a ratio
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analysis, a tax return, or other reports the program may generate for the user. An
example of this can be seen in a demo created by PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP and
Microsoft~. The two companies partnered up to create an Excel document that pulls
XBRL fmancial data into an Excel document. The Excel document they created has
many components. It has built-in data analysis macros and formulas. The Excel
document is also linked to a database that contains five years of financial information for
the twenty-one companies used in the demonstration (Excel Investor's Assistant, 2002).
Using the demonstration shows just how easy and fast it is to compare companies in
multiple ways by using XBRL. This demonstration shows how a potential investor can
click the box next to "Total Debt over Equity Ratio" and the demo is able to use the
information provided in the financial statements to calculate this ratio, as can be seen in
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.1
Taken from Excel Investor's Assistant
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If one would like to see more of what the demonstration can do they could go to
www.nasdaq.com/xbrl and download it to see what its capabilities are.
The Excel Investor's Assistant demonstration shows an important benefit of
XBRL. It is that financial statement users will not have to know how to code in XBRL or
on the surface know how to use it in order to benefit from its implementation. If XBRL
becomes widely accepted, it will ultimately allow financial statement users who do not
have the technical background in XBRL to be able to use financial statements in a way
they were never able to before. According to Zarowin, these users will be able to make








efficient market in the United States or anywhere in the world where XBRL is used.
Many supporters ofXBRL believe that XBRL coded data can be extracted and used in
different applications to save time by avoiding rekeying the data. However, this theory
has not been extensively tested. It is expected that XBRL will catch on in the business
world and will eventually become the universal way to report financial statements.
History
Above describes why XBRL is important, however, it does not describe where it
came from. In order to fully understand XBRL one must learn about the evolution of
markup languages. (See Figure 3.1)
Figure 3.1
EVOLUTION OF MARKUP LANGUAGES
Generalized Markup Language (GML)
It all began with the development of Generalized Markup Language (GML).
GML is considered to be the first markup language (Hoffman, 2001). A markup
language is a set of commands that tell a program how to display content. Content in this
context is "character data that can be read," how you would read words on your computer
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screen. The markup aspect of the languages is how tags, elements, and attributes are used
to arrange and manipulate the content (Mercer, 2001). GML is defmed as "a language
that can be used to identify the different parts of a document in a general way, which can
be interpreted by different processing systems to make possible different presentations of
the same information (Computeruser.com, 2003). GML was developed in 1969 by an
IBM team headed by Charles Golfarb. IBM decided to create the language because the
company realized that all of its different computer systems could not talk to each other.
The development and use of GML allowed IBM's systems to communicate to one
another by using a series of codes that all of the systems could share and understand
(Hoffman, 2001).
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
Overall, GML enabled computer systems to communicate to one another unlike
anything before it. However, it was very basic and users wanted information with more
meaning behind information. This brought about the development of Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML). SGML is a document composition language
(Daconta, 2003). The development ofSGML occurred between 1978 and 1986 and was
defined by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in 1986. SGML is
"a flexible and portable way of representing documents on computers, where you can
choose what kinds of components occur in a particular type of document, and then clearly
label those parts as they occur." It allows users to create components they need instead
of having a set of predescribed components. An example of this would be how a SGML
document for a catalog would need to contain prices and descriptions, but one for a
textbook would need to contain units and chapters (DeRose, 1997). Both could use
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SGML instead of having to use separate languages with unique components that could
not be shared.
SGML is still used today and is considered to be one of the markup languages that
have the most meaning behind its content. However, SGML is considered to ~
complex for most Internet purposes. The more important the Internet become~ore
limited and less functional SGML is. Therefore, users desired a less complicated
language that was more functional, especially for use via the Internet (Mercer, 2001).
This lead to the development of eXtensible Markup Language (XML).
Extensible Markup Language (XML)
When most people think of a computer language they think that a program will be
written to do a certain task. In this regard XML differs. XML does not perform a task,
instead its usefulness is that it structures, stores, and sends information (Introduction,
2003). XML was developed in 1993 and its first version, XML 1.0, was released in 1998
(pioneering, 2003). A large group of people worked on the development ofXML. The
group was called the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Generic SGML Editorial
Review Board. The chairman of the board was Jon Bosak of Sun Microsystems. Since
then XML has been updated by other committees. (Extensible Markup Language, 2003).
According to W3C, eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is "an extremely simple
dialect [or 'subset'] ofSGML" the goal of which "is to enable generic SGML to be
served, received, and processed on the Web in the way that is now possible with HTML."
"XML has been designed for ease of implementation, and for interoperability with both
SGML and HTML" (Extensible Markup Language, 2003). XML is specifically suited to
the Internet. It is coded by using tags and is made of plain text. This makes it easily
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readable to most operating systems because they can already handle plain text. It also
allows XML to be easily transferred over the Internet making it highly useful (Mercer,
2001).
XML can be used by itself or it can be used within other solutions. Also, it is
readable and understandable by humans and computers; therefore, it can be viewed and
edited by any text editor (Hoffman, 2001). Finally, XML is case sensitive, so one must
be careful when writing XML code (Mercer, 2001). Eventually, "XML will become the
standard that will facilitate information understanding by establishing relationships and
context between bits of data (Hoffman, 2001)."
XML has been criticized by some who think that it will never be accepted while
others believe XML has the capabilities to lead us into the future. Microsoft Corporation
has accepted XML's growing role in technology. Microsoft has incorporated XML
support into some of its programs. Microsoft Office Excel XP, Microsoft Office Word
2003, Microsoft Office Excel 2003, and Microsoft Access 2003 all support XML. Now
anyone who owns Microsoft Office 2003 software will be able to create his or her own
schema in Word 2003. XML data can be pulled into Excel XP or 2003 without having to
reformat it first in order to perform computations and analysis (Levack, 2003, May).
Microsoft Money also supports XML (Hoffman, 2001). Finally, Microsoft incorporated
XML into Microsoft Office InfoPath 2003. This will allow users of this program to
design and fill out forms that will ultimately help them to enable their systems and
business processes with XML. Overall, this is huge for the domestic and worldwide
acceptance of XML. Millions upon millions of people use Microsoft Office everyday
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and now they will be able to access and use XML documents whenever they want
(Levack, 2003, May).
While working on this project I have already personally benefited from this
implementation. I was trying to import the XBRL data I obtained from Edgar Express
into Microsoft Excel 2000 and all the data came in as XBRL code. In order to do
computations with the data I would have first had to determine all of the appropriate
information and then reformat the document in a way that would support doing
calculations.
This could have taken hours. After this experience I tried to import my data
again, this time using Microsoft Excel XP. Since this application supports XML the data
came into Excel already formatted into cells. Importing the data in this way only took a
few minutes versus the alternative, which could have taken me hours or even days to do.
Microsoft is not the only company that is creating software that supports XML.
There is now tax software and Intuit's Quicken on the market that also does. Intuit's
Quicken and Microsoft Money use XML to transfer banking that is done between
commercial banks and personal financial packages. Overall, the goal ofXML is to do
hundreds of tasks that are currently done in different ways all in the same way (Hoffman,
2001). XML is well on its way to accomplishing its goal. One thing that is helping it
along is the development of all the industry specific XML languages. eXtensible
Business Reporting Language (XBRL) is one of these.
Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL)
Extensible Business Reporting Language is a fairly new industry specific type of
coding to aid in the development of interactive financial statements. XBRL is considered
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to be an XML vocabulary, specifically a set of elements and attributes that pertain to the
fmancial industry (Mercer, 2001). Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) is
defined by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) as "an XML-
based framework that the global business information supply chain can use to create,
exchange, and analyze financial reporting information including, but not limited to,
regulatory filing such as annual and quarterly financial statements, general ledger
information, and audit schedules" (Hoffman, 2001).
Components of XBRL
As mentioned earlier there are certain elements that comprise an XBRL
document. Some of these things include taxonomies, instance documents, attributes,
schemas, data type definitions, tags, and elements. A basic understanding of each one of
these components of an XBRL document is essential to understand how an XBRL
program works.
Schema
When hearing the word schema, I immediately think of the word scheme. What is
a scheme? It is a plan. How something is going to be organized. In XBRL it is how
information is going to be organized to create a foundation for an XBRL document. It is
kind of like a blueprint. Previous languages such as SGML and GML used Data Type
Definitions (DTDs) instead of schemas to essentially do the same thing. XML and
XBRL documents can use DTDs instead of schemas, but why should one do this when
schemas are written in XML. Many benefits come from writing a schema instead of
using DTDs. One is that a computer processor only has to be able to understand XML.
Also, it supports the extensibility feature that is the basis behind XML and XBRL.
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Finally, it allows the schema to be "navigated and manipulated just like an XML
document" is (Mercer, 2001).
Taxonomy
When creating an XBRL document one usually begins with a taxonomy. A
taxonomy describes data that is going to be used in an XBRL document. Taxonomies are
basically customized XBRL dictionaries. These dictionaries define the standardized tags
that people who are coding in XBRL should use. Many industry specific taxonomies
already exist and eventually hundreds will most likely exist, so the need for individuals to
create their own taxonomy from scratch is almost unnecessary. However, sometimes
what a business needs may not be in an already existing taxonomy. This could occur if
the company has a specialized item in its financial statement. In this case that company
could create their own taxonomy or extend an existing taxonomy that they are already
using in order to meet the business' needs. The ability to do this is why XBRL is
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The creation of an instance document and the use of taxonomies go hand in hand.
All facts that are found in an instance document must be defined in at least one
taxonomy. A taxonomy contains all of the following information for every fact that is
found within it. It contains things such as a name, its type, documentation, order, and
label. A name is a word that describes a fact. An example of a name is
"currentAssets.cashAndCashEquivalents". Type describes how the data is presented. An
example of this would be if a fact is text, numerical, monetary, or something else along
those lines. Documentation is the area where the financial fact is described. Order
determines where the fact or element is found in the hierarchy of elements. An example
of this would be if the element is a parent element or if it is a child element of another
element. Finally, a label is just words that describe the fact. An example of a label
would be "cash and cash equivalents" (Hoffman, 2001).
Overall, taxonomies create consistency in standards for XBRL. They also help
tags to be able to handle any special type of reporting structure needed. The benefit of
having taxonomies for users of XBRL documents is key to the understanding and overall
success ofXBRL. Taxonomies are written in code that is very similar to everyday
reading. This encourages people who don't know how to code in XML to still be able to
read an XBRL taxonomy and be able to understand what is defmed within it.
Instance Document
Since an instance document is used so closely in conjunction with taxonomies it
should be discussed next. An instance document is the main component that most XBRL
coders are trying to create for their company's fmancial data. An instance document is
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basically a database of financial facts. Instance documents can range in size from a
single financial fact, to a fmancial statement such as a balance sheet, to as much as an
annual report for a company (Hoffman, 2001). Instance documents are the coded facts
that most people would use to analyze a company and its financial situation compared to
others. An example of an instance document can be seen in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2
XBRL Instance Document
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In this project I am taking information from different companies financial statements, i.e.
instance documents, and importing those facts into Excel to show how easy
comparability can be with the use of XBRL. One would say then, why do this?
Companies already have these facts available to the public in plain text, HTML or other
readily available formats. The answer to this is simple. Yes, these facts are available to
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the public when they are not coded in XBRL. However, one company could have one
idea about what is considered cash equivalents than another company. A user of these
financial statements would have to try and make this judgment on whether the two
numbers are comparable or if one or both of the numbers needs adjustments made to this
number before they can be compared. The use of an instance document with taxonomies
alleviates this judgment call. The user could look at the fact in the instance document
and trace its definition back to the taxonomy for both companies and it will be easy to see
if the data is comparable. If one company made a change to the definition in the
taxonomy that fosters incompatibility of numbers the user would be able to see the
extension on the taxonomy used. This would ultimately would save time and reduce
errors in making an investment decision. Also the use of XBRL means there is no need
to key in data. It can be easily imported into XML compatible software, which saves
time and money.
Element
Elements are critical parts of an XBRL document. Most of the content found in
an XBRL documents are elements. Elements are usually hierarchical in nature. This
means that for example, a book would have a title, chapter, and pages. The book title
would be considered to be the document element because all other elements in the
document would fall under this large category since they are all part of the book. An
element is identified with an open and a closing tag. The tags give the meaning to the
element (Skonnard, 2002). There are three types of elements. They are an item, a group
and a label. An item describes and gives the value of a financial fact. An example of this
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would be <item type="ci:currentAssets.receivablesNet">42000</item. A group
combines related items together. An example of a group is:
<group type=" ci:currentAssets.receivablesN et''>
<item period="2000-12-31 ">42000</item>
<item period="1999-12- 31''> 30000</item>
</group>
Finally, there is a label. Labels are used to override labels contained in the taxonomy
being used. A company may consider using a label if it prefers a different name for
something than what the taxonomy gives it. An example of a label is <label
href="xpointer (..)" xml : lang="en''>Cash and Equivalents</label> (Hoffman, 2001).
Attribute
An attribute is something that describes an item further. Attributes can be added
to an item or to a group. When an attribute is added to a group it means that every item
in that group has the attribute applied to it. Some examples of attributes are ID, entity,
schema location, unit, period, context, scale factor, decimal patter, and many more
(Hoffman, 2001).
Tags
A tag is a marker at the beginning and the end of an element. This mark usually
names an element and describes what that element or content is. Tags are what markup is
(Hoffman, 2001).
Data Collection
Data for this comparison was compiled from nine large United States companies.
United States companies were used because of the easy accessibility of the data and the
use of US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) based Financial
Statements. However, this should have no significance in the results because XBRL
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programs can be used with companies all over the world. The sample will be limited to
companies that have implemented XBRL into some of their financial statements. Data
will then be collected from these same companies by obtaining their 10-K filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in electronic paper form as well as in XML
form. The data will be obtained from Edgar Express. The companies that are being used
are Albertsons, Kroger, JC Penny Company, Sears Roebuck & Company, Wal-Mart
Stores, Target Corporation, McDonald Corporation, Jack in the Box, Peoplesoft, and
Novell. At least two companies within each industry were picked for industry
comparability. The industries that are being used are the computer software industry, the
mid-level general merchandise industry, the discount general merchandise industry, the
fast food industry, and the retail grocery industry. Data was broken down into industries
because individual investors usually analyze multiple companies within one industry in
order to find the one that they want to add to their portfolio. Usually individuals do not
have many companies within one industry in their portfolio. Instead, they try to diversify
their portfolio in order to lower their risk.
Testing
After the data was collected it was entered into a Microsoft~ Excel spreadsheet.
The data was then tested from the viewpoint of an individual investor. In using this
viewpoint the data can be used to calculate some different investor equations in the
spreadsheet. The ratios that are going to be calculated in the project are return on assets
(ROA), accounts receivable turnover, days in accounts receivable, property plant &
equipment turnover, inventory turnover, days in inventory, accounts payable turnover,
days in accounts payable, net income after taxes percentage, return on equity (ROE),
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growth rate in sales, growth rate in common stockholders' equity, current ratio, and
inventory to current liabilities. The mid-level retail industry and the discount retail
industry were both calculated by hand and in Microsoft Excel using the XBRL-coded
ftnancial statements. The mid-level retail industry was calculated by hand the using
paper form ftnancial statements ftrst, and then it was calculated using Microsoft Excel
and the XBRL-coded ftnancial statements. For J.C. Penny Company in particular, the
paper form ftnancial statement data was manually entered into Microsoft Excel and ratios
were computed for this company. This was done to illustrate the time it would take an
individual investor to manually enter data into Microsoft Excel before even being able to
begin his or her ratio calculations and evaluations of the company. The discount retail
industry was done next. Ratios were calculated for it using Microsoft Excel ftrst and then
the analysis was done by hand. The other industries were done next and were only
calculated in Excel using the XBRL-coded ftnancial statements. Start and end times were
recorded for each company's analysis. If a company was analyzed using both the by
hand and electronic method then two times were recorded for them, one for each method.
The times were then compared to see if it took more or less time to compute the ratios in
Microsoft Excel with XBRL-coded ftnancial statement or by hand using paper ftnancial
statements.
RATIOS
Investors calculate ftnancial ratios to help them to compare one company to
another. Most ratios have built in mechanisms to help information in one company to be
comparable to information in another company within the same industry. Many times
just looking at ftnancial statements is not enough for an investor. A potential investor
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may be deciding on whether to invest in a large firm in an industry and a much smaller
one within the same industry. By just looking at how much cash one has compared to the
other, it would be pretty obvious that in most cases the larger company would have a
significantly higher amount in the cash account than a smaller company would. The
same is true when looking at debt and other data. This warrants the need for ratios.
Ratios are able to take the data and make them comparable. This is known as a cross-
sectional analysis (Penman, Balance Sheet, 2004). An example of this would be the
Current Ratio. Instead oflooking at two companies' dollar amounts in current assets and
its current liabilities and making a judgment on which investment to go with, an investor
should use the ratio. The dollar amount comparison could be misleading because the
larger company could have more assets compared to liabilities than the small company.
When a ratio is used, the smaller company may have a better percentage of liquidity.
This means that the smaller company would have less risk of meeting bills because it can
easily convert its assets into cash. Based on this information, one can see how essential
ratio analysis is for the individual investor.
Implementing XBRL into financial statements can lead to easier ratio analysis
performed in Microsoft Excel. This is going to be shown in this project by importing
XBRL data into Excel and then performing a ratio analysis. Before the results of this are
examined, one should know what ratios were used and why.
In this project, it will be assumed that the individual investor is comparing
companies based on growth and profitability for a potential investment opportunity. This
view was chosen based on the assumption that people invest in a company for one of two
reasons. One is that the investors would like to see income distributed to them
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throughout time by dividends payments. The other reason is that the investor believes the
investment will grow and at the time of sale a gain will be realized ultimately increasing
the investor's wealth. In this project the later is used. Based on this information, the
ratios that are used are primarily growth and profitability measurers. However, an
individual can use any ratios he or she deems valuable when making an investment
decisions. The way that XBRL data is brought into Excel for this analysis would be the
same and should not affect results significantly.
Profitability Ratios
The first ratios that are analyzed are the profitability ratios. Analyzing
profitability shows how a company is now. Profitability of companies generates the
value of the companies and in the end determines a company's stock price (Penman,
Profitability, 2004).
Return on Assets
The first profitability ratio examined is return on assets. Taking net income and
adding it to interest expense after tax determines it. The number generated is then
divided by average total assets. This ratio differs from other profitability ratios because it
combines operating and investing activities of a company together to generate the total
assets. However, doing this creates criticism of the ratio. Return on assets is viewed by
some investors as a poor measure of operating profitability because it does include the
investing assets of a company in its calculation. Ultimately, this dilutes the meaning and
can make the return on assets result lower than it actually is (Penman, Profitability,
2004). Despite this criticism, investors still use this ratio to determine if their investment
is generating a return for them.
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Accounts Receivables Turnover
Next is the accounts receivables turnover ratio. It tells investors how much
money the company is expecting to receive in the near future. The ratio is computed by
taking current year sales and dividing it by average accounts receivable. Average
accounts receivable is found by simply adding beginning and ending accounts receivable
for a particular year together and then taking the total and dividing it by two. It is
generally expressed in sales per dollar of investment in the asset (Penman, Profitability,
2004).
Days in Accounts Receivable
Days in accounts receivable is the next profitability ratio analyzed. This ratio
typically tells how many days it takes to collect cash from sales. The lower the number
of days in accounts receivable ratio is, the more efficient the enterprise is. It shows just
how fast sales can be turned into cash quickly. Dividing 365 days into the number
generated by the accounts receivable turnover calculates this ratio. This ratio is used
often to evaluate companies' collection departments (Palmer, 1983).
Property, Plant, and Equipment (PP&E) Turnover
Next comes the property, plant, and equipment turnover is also known as the
fixed asset turnover ratio. This ratio is calculated by dividing sales into net property,
plant, and equipment (Penman, Profitability, 2004). An individual investor would be
concerned with this ratio because it tells them how often a firm makes large investments.
When money is used in a firm to make large investments it cannot be used in other ways
to make the firm grow. However, if a company does not purchase fixed assets enough it
may not be keeping up in efficiency or technology. Specific industries determine how
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often new purchases should be made. If a company falls below what the industry deems
acceptable then this could be a sign that the company is perhaps a poor investment choice
and should be avoided. This ratio may be high for a company that is in a highly technical
industry because the company may have to buy new equipment on a regular basis in
order to be able to keep up with the changing technology. When this ratio falls a
company may be unable to compete in the marketplace. This is due to external as well as
internal reasons. Some internal reasons the ratio may fall are because there are
production bottlenecks, labor problems, or the fIrm is not being properly marketed.
External reasons for this to be happening could be the fIrm has technological or product
obsolescence. A recession in the economy could also cause this ratio to fall. However,
this would affect all the companies within a particular industry and therefore be less
meaningful (Bhattacharya, 1995). Overall, the individual investor can use this ratio to
make sure a company is not overspending and that it is keeping up with its ever changing
industry standards.
Inventory Turnover
Individual investors need to pay attention to the amount of inventory a company
keeps on hand and how fast the inventory is sold. It costs money to have a large amount
of inventory on hand. Investors do not want the money they invested into a company
paying for inventory to sit on a shelf somewhere. Instead, they want their money to be
used to generate wealth for the company. That is why this ratio is so important. This
ratio is calculated by dividing cost of goods sold into inventory (Penman, ProfItability,
2004). Overall, an individual investor should be looking for a company that has a high
25
inventory turnover ratio. This usually reflects a business that has strong sales and could
possibly be a wise investment choice.
Days in Inventory
The days in inventory ratio is next. Calculating this ratio requires dividing 365
days into inventory turnover. It determines the shelflife of a company's inventory. The
shorter the amount of days in inventory is, the better. If a business has a long number of
days in inventory it can be a sign of problems, because the company is unable to sell its
products in a timely fashion. This ratio has the most meaning when it is used to calculate
finished goods inventories. Materials inventories and work-in-process inventories also
exist, but measuring the day in inventory may have less meaning for the individual
investor since they are more worried about the bottom line. The bottom line is what
finished goods inventory is concerned with because it ultimately generates sales
(Penman, Profitability, 2004).
In some industries technology is changing so fast that a product could still be in a
company's inventory when there is no longer a need or a want for the product. The
money wasted on inventory of this sort only hurts a business' profitability (penman,
Profitability, 2004). In order to move this type of inventory a company may have to
liquidate. When a product is liquidated a company may not even get back the money it
cost them to acquire or make the product. The potential for generating losses here is




The accounts payable turnover is calculated by subtracting beginning inventory
from the cost of goods sold and then adding that to ending inventory. The number
generated here is then divided by average accounts payable. This ratio is an indication of
the period or time it takes for a company to be able to pay off its trade payables (palmer,
1983). Usually this number is compared to credit terms of a company to determine if it is
paying its obligations in a timely fashion. If a company is not doing this then it might be
a sign that the company cannot generate enough cash to pay its bills. Ultimately this may
be an indication of bankruptcy at some time in the near future for the company.
Days in Accounts Payable
The number of days in accounts payable ratio is calculated by multiplying 365
days by accounts payable. This number is then divided by the sum of cost of goods sold
and the change in inventory from the beginning of the year to the end of the year
(Penman, Profitability, 2004). Investors are concerned about the days in accounts
payable for multiple reasons. For one it tells investors if a company's bills are being paid
in a timely fashion. Also it determines if a company is saving money by taking
advantage of credit terms that allow for discounts if bills are paid within a certain time
before their due date.
Net Income After Taxes Percentage
Net income after taxes is computed by taking net income after taxes and dividing
it by net revenues. The use of this ratio is to determine how taxes impact profitability.
This ratio is show as profit per every dollar of sales (Palmer, 1983).
Return on Equity
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Finally, return on equity is the last profitability ratio examined. It is computed by
dividing net income by average total assets. The ratio determines a stockholder's return
on their investment during a certain period of time. This ratio is usually compared with
return on assets in order to determine the degree of financial leverage that a company has
(Palmer, 1983).
Growth Ratios
Next growth ratios will be used to analyze the companies. Growth ratios show
when a company is increasing its residual earnings. Positive growth is determined when
a company compares itself to another company within the same industry or when a trend
analysis is done. Individual investors gain needed knowledge through these ratios
because it helps them to determine companies who have an upward moving trend. The
stock prices of these companies then can be compared to the results of the ratio so that
the investor can determine if the stock is undervalued in the marketplace and would make
a good investment (Bhattacharya, 1995).
Growth Rate in Sales
The growth rate in sales ratio is calculated by dividing the change in sales into the
prior period's sales (Penman, Stockholders', 2004). This ratio has more meaning for
firms that have constant profit margins and turnovers, along with steady sales growth.
Companies that are in the process of changing their type business are not good candidates
for this ratio. Essentially they are changing their profit margins, turnovers and the sales
growth rate and there will be no similar data from previous years to compare it to
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(Penman, Balance Sheet, 2004). This ratio shows if a company's sales are increasing
over periods of time. A positive growth rate in sales shows that sales are growing and a
negative growth rate in sales indicates that sales in a company are falling.
Growth in Common Stockholders' Equity
The growth in common stockholders' equity ratio is calculated by taking the
change in common stockholders' equity and dividing it by the beginning balance of
common stockholders' equity for the year. "Growth in common stockholders' equity is
the focus for the analysis of growth." This ratio incorporates new shareholder financing
as well as business activities in the calculation. It also can be used to drive residual
earning and growth from year to year (penman, Stockholders', 2004). Individual
investors like when this number is positive because it means that their wealth has grown
by investing in the company.
Liquidity Ratios
Liquidity ratios show how easy it is for a firm to convert its assets into cash in
order to meet outstanding obligations.
Current Ratio
The current ratio is a liquidity ratio. This ratio is a measure of how fast a
company can convert some of its current assets into cash in order to meet obligations. It
is calculated by dividing current assets by current liabilities. Current assets are assets that
should generate cash with in one year. Current liabilities are obligations that are
expected to come due within the current year (Penman, Credit Risk, 2004). Current
assets negatively affect the profitability of a business so companies who want to be
efficient move toward having low current ratios. A reasonable number for a current ratio
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depends highly on the industry a company is in. In general basis, a current ratio of 1.5 is
considered to be good (Bhattacharya, 1995). A low current ratio, however, could
potentially be troublesome for a company if it needs cash to meet debt obligations all of a
sudden. An example of this would be if a company had debt up for renewal. The
company may have been expecting the debt to be renewed and the principal would not
have to be paid in that year. Unfortunately, this did not happen and now instead of
having a long-term debt obligation the company has a short-term debt obligation. If the
company has low liquidity it may not be able to raise the cash needed to payoff its
obligation and the company could have to file for bankruptcy. There in lies the
importance of this ratio to investors.
Inventory to Current Liabilities
Inventory to current liabilities shows the degree that a company relies on its
inventory in order to be able to meet the company's current obligations (Palmer, 1983). It
is computed by dividing inventory by current liabilities. This is an important ratio
because it lets stockholders know how easily assets in inventory can be converted into
cash just in case the company needed cash fast during an emergency in order to remain in
business.
Results
The ratio analysis was done for the five industries chosen. Figure 5.1 shows the
amount of time it took to compute the ratio analysis for each company and for each
method used. The ratio analyses that were performed can be viewed in the appendix.
Figure 5.1
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1:15 2:24 69 Paper
1:31 1:52 2:57 3:26 50 Paper
4:22 4:47 25 XBRL
3:45 4:15 30 XBRL
4:17 4:25 5:03 5:15 21 XBRL
7:45 8:06 20 XBRL
8:CE 8:31 25 Paper
9,48 10:17 30 Paper
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The average amount of time it took to do the ratio analysis for a company when
using XBRL-coded fmancial statements was 22.7 minutes. It took an average of 43.5
minutes to do the ratio analysis by hand, using electronic paper financial statements.
However, it took significantly longer to complete the ratio analysis when using electronic
paper with the mid-level retail industry than it did with the discount retail industry.
More testing needs to be done in order to determine if the time difference for the
electronic paper analysis is due to a learning curve, or some other reason. The learning
curve theory would suggest that it would less and less time to complete the ratio analysis
each time it is done. This is because the person doing it would be becoming more
familiar with the setup of the fmanciaI statements and would know where to find the
appropriate data needed to complete the computations.
Conclusion
Based on the information and results collected from the research, it takes less time
on average to perform a ratio analysis using XBRL-coded data than it does using
electronic paper form data. The data shows that it takes almost twice as long to perform
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the analysis using the electronic paper fonn. An individual investor could use the time
saved on the XBRL ratio analysis to do more in depth valuation of its potential or current
investments. Also, the calculations made using XBRL-coded data have meaning behind
them, where the electronic paper data has none. All of this gained knowledge will
ultimately lead to a more infonned investor who makes more infonned decisions,
therefore, creating a more efficient marketplace.
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Data Manually Inputed Into Excel
Time to Format
Company Start Time Stop Time Total Minutes
J.C. Penny Company, Inc. 11:57 12:56 59
Time of Ratio Analvsis
J.C. Penny Company, Inc.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Property and equipment, net
Investments, principally held by Direct Marketing
Deferred poilicy acquisition costs
Goodwill and other intangilbe assets, net
Other assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Short-term debt









Preferred stock authorized, 25 millinoin shares;
issued and outstanding; 0.7 million and 0.8 million
shares Series B ESOP convertible preferred
Common stock, par value 50 cents: authorized,
1,250 million shares; issues and outstanding 261
million and 250 million
Reinvested earnings
Accumulated other comprehensive income/(Ioss)
TOTAL STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY






















J.C. Penny Company, Inc. & Subsidiaries







Cost of goods sold
Selling, general, and administrative expenses
Costs and expenses of Direct Marketing
Real Estate and other
Net interest expense and credit operation
Acquisition amortization
Other charges and credits, net
Total costs and expenses
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES
Income tax
NET INCOME
EARNINGS PER COMMON SHARE
1999
Net income
Less: preferred stock dividends
Basic EPS




Less: preferred stock dividends
Basic EPS




Less: preferred stock dividends
Basic EPS
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